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1. Introduction 
For convenience we employ notations used in [2]. 
Let 0(R) be the set of the bounded, nonempty real intervals and let Mn(0(R)) be the set of the 
n × n interval matrices over 0(R). The arithmetical operations on 0(R) and Mn(0(R)), the width d 
and the absolute value I" I of interval matrices, and the monotone norm I1" II on Mn(n(R)) are 
defined in [1]. 
For [A] ~ Mn0(R)), [B] ~ Mn(g(R)), some properties which are used in this note are listed as 
follows: 
a([A][B]) ~ a([a])I[BI I + I[A] I a([S]); 
d([Al)l[ B]I ~< d([ A][ BI); 
I [h][n] I ~ I[A] I I[n] I; 
I I [A]I I - - I I I [A]I I I - -  sup IIAII" 
A~IA] 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
The powers [A] k, k = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  are defined in [2], i.e., [A] 1 -'= [A], [A] k := [A] I'-1. [A], k = 
2,3 . . . . .  
In [2], Theorem 2 on power-boundedness of interval matrices is given by Garloff. To verify the 
condition (i) of this theorem needs a graph-theoretical criterion shown in [4]. This is not 
convenient for practical use. In this paper we obtain that the condition (i) is equivalent to the 
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special case p = 1. Therefore, Theorem 3 of this paper, the conditions of which are easy to verify, 
simplifies [2, Theorem 2]. In addition, another new result (Theorem 5) on powers of interval 
matrices is given. 
2. Results 
Lemma 1. Let [[A][ have a nonnegative igenvector x corresponding to its Perron root r > O, 
(i) if d([A])x ~ O, then for an arbitrary positive integer p, d([A]P)x --/: 0 holds; 
(ii) if there exists some positive integer p such that d([A]P)x :~ O, then d([A])x 4= O. 
Proof. (i) Using (2) we obtain 
d([A]P)>~d([A]P-1) I [A] I>~ . . .  >~d([A]) I [A] I  p-1 
So 
d([A] P)x >~ d( [A l ) [ [A I [P -ax  = rP-ld([ A l )x .  (5) 
From (5) and d([Al)x 4= 0 (evidently d([Al)x >~ 0), it follows that d([A]P)x --/: O. 
(ii) Assume that there exists some positive integer p such that d([A]P)x ~ 0, but d([Al)x = 0. 
From (1) and the assumptions above we get 
0 ~ d( [A]P )x  ~ (d([A] p-l) I[A] I + I [A ]P - l ld ( [A I ) )x=d( [A]  p-I) l[ A] i x 
= rd([A]P-1)x <~ rZd([A] P-2)x <~ . . .  <~ rP -ad( [A] )x=O.  (6) 
By (6), we have d([A]P)x = 0 which contradicts d([A]P)x 4= O. Therefore d([A])x :~ 0 holds. [] 
Lemma 2. Let ][A]I have a nonnegative igenvector x corresponding to its Perron root r > O. Then 
d([A])x --/= 0 if and only if there exists some positive integer p such that d([A]P)x 4= O. 
Proof. The necessity follows by letting p = 1. The sufficiency is (ii) of Lemma 1. [] 
We easily see that condition (i) of [2, Theorem 2] is equivalent o the fact that there exists 
some positive integer p such that d([A]P)x--/:O. Therefore, from Lemma 2 the following 
theorem; which is equivalent to [2, Theorem 2], follows. 
Theorem 3. Let [A] ~ Mn0(R)) and let [[A][ fulfil the following two conditions: 
(i) [[A][ has a nonnegative eigenvector x corresponding to its Perron root r such that 
d([Al)x 4: 0; 
(ii) for every eigenvalue X of [[A][, with IX I =r ,  all the elementary divisors of [[A][ 
corresponding to 7t are linear. 
Then there exists a constant c such that 
I Ik- '~[a]kl l~<c, k=1,2 ,3 , . . . ,  
if and only if there exists a constant c' such that 
IIk-~l[A]lkll<~c ', k=1,2 ,3  . . . . .  
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Lemma 4 (Horn and Johnson [3]). Let A be a n × n real matrix and let p( A) represent i s spectral 
radius. Then 
lim I IAklla/k= p(a) .  
k---, oo 
For powers of interval matrices, similar results can be obtained. 
Theorem 5. Let [A] ~ Mn0(R)) fulfil d([A])x 4: O, where x is a nonnegative eigenvector of I[A]I 
corresponding to its Perron root r = p( J[A]I)- Then 
l im II k-a[ hI k II a/k = r. 
k~oo 
Proof. We prove this theorem by considering two different cases. 
(i) Assume a = 0. From (3) and (4), it follows that for k = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
II [h]  k II = II l[ A] k l II ~ II I [A] I ~ II- (7) 
By Lemma 4 and (7), we have 
lim II[h]klll/k<~ lim II I [h] I k l l l / k=r .  (8) 
k~o¢ k~oo 
On the other hand, by repeated application of (2), 
(sup[ A]~+~ - inf[ a]k+l)x = d([ A]k+~)x >~ d([ A]) l [ A] l kx = rkd([ A])x.  (9) 
From (9) we obtain that 
rklld([A])xll 
= Ilrkd([a])xll  <<. II(sup[h] k+l -  inf[a]k+X)xll 
~< Ilsup[a] k+l _ inf[A] k+a II II x II ~< ( [Isup[A] k+a II + Ilinf[A] J'+a II)[I x II 
~< 2 II [A] k+l  II II x II- (10) 
By (10) and d([A])x ~ O, i.e., II d([A])x II ~ 0, it follows that 
r~< l im( l l [A ]k+a l l  211III )~/k 
k-,oo IId([Al)xll 
lira ( J l [A]k l l ] /k (2 l l [A] l l l Jx l l ) l /k )  = lim II[A]kl[ 1/k (11) ~< 
k-.~ IId([A])xll k-.~ 
% g 
The assertion holds by (8) and (11). 
(ii) Assume a > 0. Noticing lim k _~(k -a )  a/k = 1, from case (i) we easily get that the assertion 
is true. [] 
The conclusion of Theorem 5 holds in some special cases, for example, when I[A]I is 
irreducible and [A] contains at least one nondegenerate interval, or when [A] contains at least 
one nondegenerate interval in each column. 
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